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Amari and the night brothers

Echo Mountain

Alston, B. B.
Thirteen-year-old Amari, a poor African
American girl from the projects, gets an
invitation from her missing brother to join the
Bureau of Supernatural Affairs and join in the
fight against an evil magician.

Wolk, Lauren
When twelve-year-old Ellie and her family lose
livelihood and move to a mountain cabin in 1934,
she quickly learns to be an outdoors woman and,
when needed, a healer.

Finn and the intergalactic lunchbox

audiobook

Becoming Muhammad Ali : a novel
Patterson, James
A biographical novel tells the story of Cassius
Clay, the determined boy who would one day
become Muhammad Ali, one of the greatest
boxers of all time.

Buckley, Michael
When Earth is threatened by an invading race of
bugs called the Plague, 11-year-old Finn, his archnemesis, Lincoln, his crush, Julep, and one pink
unicorn lunchbox become Earth's last best hope
against destruction

Blue skies

Hide and Seeker

Bustard, Anne
Glory Bea Bennett knows that miracles
happen in Gladiola, Texas, population 3,241.
After all, her grandmother--the best
matchmaker in the whole county--is
responsible for thirty-nine of them. Now Glory
Bea needs a miracle of her own.

Hermon, Daka
Something is wrong with twelve-year-old Zee, who
has returned after a year's absence; nobody
knows where he was or what happened to him,
but now he is distracted and violent, freaking out
when he sees his friends, Justin, Nia, and Lyric,
playing an odd game of hide-and-seek

Clean getaway

In the red

Stone, Nic
"For the life of him, William "Scoob" Lamar
can't seem to stay out of trouble--and now
the run-ins at school have led to lockdown at
home. So when G'ma, Scoob's favorite person
on Earth, asks him to go on an impromptu
road trip, he's in the RV faster than he can say
FREEDOM.

Swiedler, Christopher
Michael Prasad knows he shouldn't go out on the
Mars surface alone. It's dangerous. His parents
have forbidden it. And the anxiety he feels almost
every time he puts on a spacesuit makes it nearly
impossible for him to leave the safety of the
colony. But when his best friend, Lilith, suggests
they sneak out one night, he can't resist...

Connect the dots
Calabrese, Keith
Twelve-year-olds Oliver Beane and Frankie
Figge are starting middle school in their
suburban town of Lake Grove Glen, but from
the beginning things seem a little weird,
starting with the mysterious girl Matilda
Sandoval who seems to know a lot about the
boys...
audiobook

Distress signal
Lambert, Mary E.
Lavender and the rest of the sixth-graders are
on a camping trip to the Chiricahua
wilderness, but the trip seems cursed from
the start, and when a flash flood splits the
group up Lavender finds herself lost...

audiobook

Isaiah Dunn is my hero
Baptist, Kelly J.
Isaiah is now the big man of the house. But it's a
lot harder than his dad made it look. His little
sister, Charlie, asks too many questions, and
Mama's gone totally silent. Good thing Isaiah can
count on his best friend, Sneaky, who always has a
scheme for getting around the rules.

Katie the catsitter

Unspeakable : the Tulsa Race Massacre

Venable, Colleen A. F.
Twelve-year-old Katie is dreading the boring
summer ahead until she realizes the
mysterious neighbor who hired her to catsit is
one of the city's greatest supervillains.

Weatherford, Carole Boston
Celebrated author Carole Boston Weatherford
and illustrator Floyd Cooper provide a powerful
look at the 1921 Tulsa race massacre, one of the
worst incidents of racial violence in our nation's
history.
audiobook

Prairie lotus

War stories

Park, Linda Sue
Prairie Lotus is a powerful, touching,
multilayered book about a girl determined to
fit in and realize her dreams: getting an
education, becoming a dressmaker in her
father's shop, and making at least one friend.

Korman, Gordon
Twelve-year-old Trevor Firestone loves playing
war-based video games and he idolizes his greatgrandfather Jacob who came home from World
War II a celebrated hero; now ninety-three-year
old Jacob wants to retrace his journey in memory
and reality and return to the small French village
that his unit liberated
audiobook

Railway Jack : the true story of an
amazing baboon

eBook

Winterborne Home for vengeance and valor
Carter, Ally
After years in foster care, April gets to live in a
mansion where she and four other children are
caught up in a mystery related to a missing heir, a
lost legacy, and the Phantom.

Bustard, Anne
Jim was a South African railway inspector in
the late 1800s who lost his legs in an accident
while at work. Unable to perform all his tasks
with his disability but desperate to keep his
job, Jim discovered a brilliant solution, a
baboon named Jack.

Red, white, and whole
LaRocca, Rajani
A heartbreakingly hopeful #ownvoices novel
in verse about an Indian American girl whose
life is turned upside down when her mother is
diagnosed with leukemia.

audiobook

eBook

The total eclipse of Nestor Lopez
Cuevas, Adrianna
A Cuban American boy must use his secret
ability to communicate with animals to save
the inhabitants of his town when they are
threatened by a tule vieja, a witch that
transforms into animals. -- All Nestor Lopez
wants is to live in one place for more than a
few months and have dinner with his dad.

audiobook

Scritch scratch
Currie, Lindsay
Haunted after helping her father on his ghostthemed Chicago bus tour, twelve-year-old
Claire must discover what the spectral boy
from the bus wants before it is too late.

audiobook

eBook

audiobook

